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TODAY’S FREE SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
TWL Pro Tip  
Win Bet - Taunton 14:40 - Montestrel @ 9/4  

Value Wins 
Win Bet - Wolverhampton (A.W) 18:30 - Upavon @ 13/2  

Footie Flutters  
Win Bet - Liverpool v Bayern Munich 20:00 - Liverpool @ 2.21  
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Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


Liverpool Don’t Lose Against German Opponents At Anfield  

Liverpool have a tremendous record against opponents from Germany at Anfield 
and that could be enhanced when they play Bayern Munich there in the Champions 
League tonight. The first leg of this last 16 tie brings together the teams in second 
place in the Premier League and Bundesliga. Jurgen Klopp knows how to beat 
Bayern from his time as the manager of Borussia Dortmund.


In 17 fixtures at home against German sides Liverpool have won 14 and drawn 
three. Bayern are missing several stalwarts including Thomas Muller and Arjen 
Robben and Liverpool have had a break because they were not involved in the fifth 
round of the FA Cup. LIVERPOOL are unbeaten in 19 Champions League fixtures at 
home so are the tip at 6/5 with bet365. 


At first glance Barcelona should be bankers to beat Lyon in France in this evening’s 
other Champions League fixture. They have won seven of their last 19 away 
matches in the competition but that record does not justify being odds-on to win 
tonight. Lyon are the only team to beat PSG in Ligue 1 and they beat Manchester 
City at the Etihad in the group stages on the Champions League. Barcelona would 
take a narrow deficit back to the Nou Camp so LYON should be backed at 16/5 with 
Ladbrokes. 


The eight ties in the fifth round of the FA Cup were all won by teams higher in the 
hierarchy than there opponents. For the first time there were no replays scheduled 
so matches would be decided by extra time and penalties but all eight produced a 
definite outcome after 90 minutes. The draw for the quarter-finals has kept alive the 
prospect of a first all Manchester Cup final but UNITED seem to have their names on 
the trophy so are the bet at 10/3 with bet365 to win the FA Cup for the 13th time.  


The Cheltenham Festival begins three weeks today and with equine flu behind us its 
all systems go for the jumps meeting that matters most. The racing today is like the 
chalk of the cheese of Festival action. However, there is a decent handicap hurdle 
over two miles and half a furlong at Taunton (4.15). On past form SMAOINRAMH 
ALAINN looks a big price so should be backed at 10/1 with Ladbrokes.  


Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


So far February has proved a little frustrating. We have had horses priced up to 28/1 
come close 2nds. We have literally been milliseconds from making another large 
profit this month. We have hit the crossbar on 8 occasions It’s been tough to watch 
at times but we are long enough in the tooth to know one big day and everything 
looks better - you never know when they will come but they will for sure. I hope 
today and certainly before the end of the month. 
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Great winner at 11/1 yesterday has put us slightly in the green. I just want to talk 
about why so few profit from betting. Just 2% that’s only 2 people for every hundred 
make consistent profits. It’s because to be successful in this game you need nerves 
of steel and patience. But why when there are so many proofed services out there?


Well it’s usually down to the bettor. Here is a typical cycle new members tend to fall 
into. What happens is we have a huge winning month and then we get more 
members on the back of it yet many stake too big too fast and when they don’t win 
straight away they get frustrated and try a different tipster. Another that’s had a 
winning month) and the cycle starts again - you start to believe it’s you that’s 
unlucky but it’s natural to have a period of consolidation after many winners. 


Patients and belief is the key. We have continued to profit over the years and will 
continue to strive for this success because we are here to prove you can succeed 
and there are some honest tipsters out there. 


Last year we had a shoddy first 6 months! Yes by half way we were down around 69 
points. Yet we got this back and went on to profit again. Bearing in mind we 
recommend a 200 point account we actually never went anywhere near our danger 
zone. Yet we did loose plenty of members which saddens me as I know they have 
left and thus lost money! 


That’s not why we are here and why I write this message now. Of course our long 
term regulars are already so far ahead of the game they are probably quite amused 
by this message. 


If your chosen tipsters have performed well for years then treat it like a business 
venture and commit for the longer term eventually your bank will grow and you will 
find you are making yearly profits. It’s certainly no get rich quick scheme! 


Ok here is a free tip...  

Wolverhampton 5-30 Handicap (Class 6) 12f - What a poor race on the figures as all 
of these look pretty bad but that may be good for our selection FEARAUN @ 33/1. It 
looks like an each way value punt. 


He has dropped right down the weights and after ten runs he’s looking like a plot 
horse. One piece of form against good animals at Leopardstown would give him a 
chance. He was running off a much higher mark against some horses now rated In 
the 80s so if he settles better he may just have a chance. Worth the risk at the price!


CLICK HERE - Discover Unity Racing Investments! 
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Three To Follow Now We Are Racing Again - By High Roller 
Racing


Thank heavens that racing has restarted because it was frightening of the impact 
any extension of the ban may have had. I can understand the BHA action and really 
think it did help contain and dampen the possible epidemic. But it’s over for now 
and we are racing again.


I have three trainers I think it would be folly not to consider after the ban. They are 
Tom George, Charlie Longsdon and Neil Mulholland. I am not saying every horse 
they run will win but think that if you judge the situation of each horse on merit then 
it could be prudent and profit making.


We need to look at declarations for each horse and watch where the trainer runs 
them. A trainer could enter a horse as many times as he wishes but then needs to 
choose the race where the horse seems to have the best opportunity to win. I know 
when I had my horses we ran one in a Listed Race because the race had few entries 
and  only three ran... we finished third but the prize money for third was over double 
for winning a handicap on the all weather. Be mindful that some horses cannot win.


Tom George has had a rather frustrating couple of months with Summerville Boy 
and Black Op not performing well and Summerville Boy found with a stress fracture 
in a leg. Statistics show Tom George to perform well at this time of year... every 
year... we shouldn’t ignore him even though he has had a spell of bad luck and 
things going against him. Tom has three decent entries I have spotted this coming 
week. These horses are Doctor Dex, Double Shuffle and Now Look At Me. Have a 
look at the ratings and see how they rate in your eyes as Toms poor run cannot 
continue for ever. He is a good trainer who merits respect and consideration.


Charlie Longsdon only saddled 44 winners last season which was his worst total 
since 2010/2011 season. However Charlie isn’t as bad as the figures show because 
he too has been in a lull yet year after year Charlie does well in February and March 
so be warned don’t write him off just yet. I am hoping Charlie can revive his horses 
to start performing to his usual standard in February and March as is shown by 
recent seasonal trends. He could bounce back on Tuesday at Wetherby. 


Neil Mulholland is in a similar lull to Charlie Longsdon and had 104 winners in 
2016/2017 but with only 33 wins so far this season I wouldn’t think he would exceed 
that total... however like Charlie and Tom he has shown very useful form in February 
and March. So another trainer I feel it would be folly to ignore. Frau Georgia, 
Presenting Lucina and Wait are three from this yard who could go in to the winners 
enclosure sooner than later.


So look out for and consider Tom, Charlie and Neil as it could prove very profitable 
to smaller stakes.
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High Roller Racing, my service, has been in decent form and as I write with a 50 
percent strike rate having three winners from six runners plus an 11/2 second 
beaten by a neck. The two other selections from Henderson and Mullins yards ran 
miserably. Our winners were...


JOSIES ORDERS - WON 7/4 returned 5/4


PACK YOUR BAGS - WON 2/1 returned 13/8


UCELLO CONTI - WON 11/10 eturned 4/7


Why not try us? No upfront charges. A maximum of one selection per day and you 
only pay £10 per winner. 


CLICK HERE AND REGISTER FOR FREE! 
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